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Reports 
This document accompanies the advance copy of GNL Quickstart Operations Guide. The intent of the 
document is to show individuals interested in the Good Neighbor Libertarian (GNL) movement-project 
the core documentation that incoming GNLs will typically use as they pursue their chosen POB (public 
official body)-Issue. 

What remains to be written is the general procedure and organizational or project context that will give 
the reports meaning.  

Basically, you as a new GNL decide what issue and what public official body you want to attach 
yourself to. You make a commitment to show up and to report on your activities back to the Michigan 
Libertarian affiliate organization.  

What I’m showing here is for an individual Karl Jackson who has chosen simply ‘government 
corruption’ as his issue at the POB of the Madison Heights city council.  
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The system uses a point count basis for measuring monitoring and success. It will be refined as time 
goes on, and computerized. These reports are a sequence of manual recordings of the GNL who has 
made a level 1 commitment of 4 hours per month. You see the value placed on showing up, that I will 
probably make higher, because I wish to stress body count above other qualities at the beginning.  

 
The second report above is a summary of points for a POB for the reporting period.  

 
The third report is what the affiliate will keep and fill out. Eventually, these will be computerized and 
Webified, but we want to get started manually, because that will point out any needs to make 
modifications to report fields, and to set up a solid system structure. 

First roll out is to local POBs, after which we will have a report and point count system for county, 
state, and federal issue-POBs, which will take a different approach, since they do not meet locally or at 
intervals, but may be considered always ‘on the job’ (of destroying our liberty)� .  

The GNL system will be launched as a pilot in Michigan with the LP of Michigan, probably using the 
SW Michigan affiliate and the Oakland County affiliate as first adopters. GNL will be implemented as 
a project of the affiliate, which will anticipate to be supported by the state party.  

You can see how simply going through the presentations of each GNL activist—I think I’ll give them 
designations Moonbeam (4 hrs/mo), Sunshine (8 hrs/mo), and Starchild (12-20 hrs/mo). The Sun by 
the open door is as good an image as any in general, and we will shoot for GNL activists to commit at 
the Sunshine level. Anyway, the reports form the basis of presentation.  

Affiliate GNL leaders/coordinators track and suggest deployment of future GNLs, every GNL has a 
mission to recruit at least two GNLs per year. We’ll keep track and give ‘Sunshine’ awards based on 
POB success points, but especially on numbers of active GNLs recruited.  


